Devin Consulting Review
The swimming pools and spas consulting you can count on

“Trust is earned when actions meet words.” Devin Consulting gained the trust of many because
of their proven capability as a swimming pool and spa consulting firm. Because of the hard
work of its members, the company had built good connection and relationship to the field of
design and engineering that centers on technology as a means to provide modern conveniences

to pool and spa facilities. The company had also been involved in various successful projects
that made a good impact in different places.
Clongowes Wood College is the home of the first indoor swimming pool in Ireland, and the
college is also one of the most respected schools in the country. And Devin Consultants was
chosen by that college to replace their old swimming pool with a new one and manage its every
process. The old pool was introduced in 1887 and holds a lot of historical value. But in order to
better accommodate the students and a lot of people, it should be changed in accordance to
the modern conveniences of pools.
Devin Consulting had regarded this project as an honor to them because such prestigious
school trusted their capability. Each member of the company worked hard for this project to
ensure a quality result. They make sure that having included in the history of Clongowes Wood
College would be worth it for the school and its people.
The development made on the pool aims to help a lot of young Irish youth and other people
from the surrounding places in enhancing their physical and mental abilities. Competitive sports
like swimming could help them empower themselves. They can use the place as an instrument
in building their better selves. Devin Consulting also sees it as a means that could provide rest
and recreation to college students especially those who are experiencing a hard time.
Even the project engineer of the company Shazad Khan can’t help but admire the school
grounds of Clongowes Wood College and its historical building. Whenever he visits the place to
oversee the pool works, he always gave comments about the beauty of the school. It is also the
place of different recognized personalities such as the author James Joyce, Ryanair founder
Michael O Leary, and Nick Hewer of The Apprentice.
Preserving cultural heritage had been a part of the duty of every nation. Indeed, the past holds
essential value since it is the nexus to our present. However, we should also appreciate the
modern times and embrace new tools and ideas. Such is necessary to guarantee the
improvement of lives and organizations to their highest potentials.
Each client has the desire to improve their facilities whenever there’s the opportunity for
further growth, so Devin Spa Consultants will make sure to provide a good swimming pool and
spa consulting to those who need them in order to be of huge help in building their future.

